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Session Objectives

• Determine your purpose for developing an online 
presence

• Select a platform to build your online presence that 
is aligned to your professional development goals



Research Sites Social Media Sites

Academia.edu LinkedIn

Mendeley Twitter

Research Gate Facebook

Google Scholar

Websites we will be covering…



Academia.edu
Registered Users > 43 Million

Organization of 
Evidence for P&T

Improve Your 
Citations

Collaboration 
Opportunities

Audience Colleagues

Networking and Self-
Promotion

Unique Features - ‘Sessions’ Function
- Large repository of papers     

(>15 million)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, traditionally, medical school faculty have relied on their departments to promote their publications and accomplishments.While these opportunities still exist, additional web-based applications have been added to your professional development tool box. Balancing your time invested with web visibility and other benefits, our goal is to help you choose which sites will work best for your professional development.After much consideration, we have categorized programs based on their ability to help you as faculty do the following: Organize evidence that can be used for evaluations and P&T processes,  Improve their citation impact, Develop peer collaborators, Identify your audience andProvide an opportunity for self-promotion and networking.Today we decided to highlight our perceived strengths of each site, indicated by the flexing bicep. While considering which site is best for you - take into account which features that are most important to you at this stage in your career.We will begin with Academia.edu, a relatively new site. Academia.edu not only has a large number of registered users, but also a large repository of publications – over 15 million and counting! In a self-funded statistical analysis, Academia.edu claims posting your paper to their site will result in 35% more citations than posting to your department page over a 5 year period. Academia.edu has a nice ‘Sessions’ feature which allows it’s users to upload drafts of their articles and solicit comments within a 20-day window, similar to an online seminar. Six thousand sessions take place daily, with some receiving hundreds of comments (the typical paper gets about 15 to 20).



Mendeley
Registered Users > 2 Million

Organization of 
Evidence for P&T

Improve Your 
Citations

Collaboration 
Opportunities

Audience Colleagues 

Networking and Self-
Promotion

Unique Features - Desktop and web applications
- Auto-extraction of document 
details

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of Mendeley’s strengths is its compatibility with other platforms such as Microsoft Word, LibreOffice and BibTeX. It is the only application that features Cross-platform synching across desktop, web and mobile devices so it can be used offline or out of wifi range. Mendeley also allows it’s users to complete a full text search across all of their papers.  It provides a measure for user’s article performance with a range of authoritative metrics, including downloads and citations.While we recognize that Mendeley has a social element for networking with your colleagues, we view it’s true value comes as a user-friendly organizational tool.



Research Gate
Registered Users > 8 Million

Organization of 
Evidence for P&T

Improve Your 
Citations

Collaboration 
Opportunities

Audience Colleagues / Researchers

Networking and Self-
Promotion

Unique Features - H-Index and excluding self-
citations scores
- RG score

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ResearchGate is a great collaboration tool for scientists. It allows users to share their work from any stage of the research cycle to gain visibility and citations. ResearchGate has an international job board and events page that provides extensive information about scientific conferences and events occurring worldwide. It allows provides an h-index (this metric reflects a researchers’ productivity and scientific impact. It’s based on the researchers’ most cited papers and the number of citations these publications received.) ResearchGate also calculates an RG score which is a metric that measures scientific reputation based on how all of the user’s research is received by their peers. This metric is unique to this site.



Google Scholar
Registered Users Unlimited

Organization of 
Evidence for P&T Limited to citations

Improve Your 
Citations

Collaboration 
Opportunities

Audience Colleagues / General Public

Networking and Self-
Promotion

Unique Features - Articles are made available 
to all who search 
GoogleScholar

- Auto-citation mechanism 
based off your name

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Google Scholar is a great tool for promoting your publications.



LinkedIn
Registered Users >467 million

Organization of 
Evidence for P&T

Improve Your 
Citations

Collaboration 
Opportunities

Audience Colleagues, employers, medical 
institutions, research institutions

Networking and Self-
Promotion

Unique Features -Keep a finger on the industry pulse
-See shared connections with 
colleagues and institutions
-Search for new collaboration, 
research, and job opportunities



Twitter
Registered Users >313 million (active at least once monthly)

Organization of 
Evidence for P&T

Improve Your 
Citations

Collaboration 
Opportunities

Audience Patients, potential patients, colleagues, 
research institutions, academic institution, 

medical institutions

Networking and 
Self-Promotion

Unique Features -Vast audience
-Twitter Meetups – discuss important topics 
with influencers in your field
-Often the fastest way to get breaking news 
and articles
-use of hashtags makes content searchable



Facebook
Registered Users 1.18 billion active daily users

Organization of 
Evidence for P&T

Improve Your 
Citations

Collaboration 
Opportunities

Audience Patients, potential patients

Networking and Self-
Promotion

Unique Features -Offers a personal way to connect 
with patients while maintaining 
professional boundaries
-use of hashtags makes content 
searchable 



NOW IT’S YOUR TURN…
• Step 1: Pick your site
• Step 2: Using our quick set-up guide, create an account on your site
• Step 3: Familiarize your self with the site
• Step 4: Attend future sessions in this series

Session 2: Safety and boundaries February 3
Session 3: Engaging in your chosen platform March 10
Session 4: Tools for engagement March 24
Session 5: Strategies for engagement April 7
Session 6: Measurement tools and statistics April 14
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